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on cards in the global jobs market
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The Road Ahead
By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

Reflecting back on 2015, I’ve heard a lot of
people say it was a “tough” year. Against the
backdrop of poor macro-economic growth and
as well as some socio-political instability, none
would dispute there have been many challenges.
Given the above, perhaps “tough” in relation
to 2015 is to be interpreted as a year wherein
competitive pressures have mounted, service
expectations have moved up a notch and in
general the world around us is changing at a pace
that makes us a bit uncomfortable.
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JOBS

REVOLUTIONARY CHANGES
on cards in the global jobs market
CAPE TOWN - Where will you stand
in the job market of the future, and
what skills will you need to remain
relevant and, more importantly,
employed in 2020?

ways, leading to a fragmentation of jobs across

The mobile internet will have a huge impact on

many industries,” said the report.

some developing countries, with its potential to
bring millions of formerly unconnected workers

These effects are heightened by the rise of mobile

and consumers into the formal economy for the

internet and cloud technology, making possible the

first time.

rapid spread of internet-based service models.
And while this new “gig economy” may be one

Specific industries will be impacted in very different

of the most visible and current manifestations of

ways by the drivers of change, said the report. “For

Big changes are coming to the working world,

disruptions to the labour market, further changes

example, new energy supplies and technologies

according to a report entitled The Future of Jobs,

in specific sectors, both good and bad, will lead

will have a particular impact on Energy, Basic and

published on Monday by the World Economic Forum

to new management and regulatory challenges,

Infrastructure, and Mobility. Processing power and

(WEF). The so-called fourth industrial revolution will

according to the WEF.

big data will have an especially strong impact

cause widespread disruption not only to business

on Information and Communication Technology,

models but also to labour markets over the next

There is likely to be a significant shift in the most

five years, with enormous change predicted in the

desirable skills in the job market. Looking at the

skill sets needed to thrive in the new landscape,

top 10 most wanted skills in 2015, the report lists

Emerging markets’ up-and-coming middle class

said the WEF.

complex problem solving as number one, with

will be the biggest driver in Consumer, Financial

coordinating with others and people management

Services and Mobility while Consumer ethics

There will be substantial variations in the impact

coming in at second and third respectively;

and privacy issues will strongly influence the

of this disruption across industries and gender,

creativity is cited last at number 10.

Consumer, Financial Services and Information and

as well as job type. The jobs toll will be highest

Financial Services and Professional Services.”

Communication Technology industries.

in the Healthcare industry in the next five years,

Fast forward to 2020, and the scenario changes:

according to the report. This will be followed jointly

complex problem solving still occupies the top slot,

Two new and emerging job types are expected to

by Energy and Financial Services

become critically important by the

and Investors.

year 2020, according to the WEF.
The first of these is data analysts,

The biggest winner in the job
stakes will be Information and
Communication Technology, followed
by Professional Services and Media,
Entertainment

and

Information

professionals.
Most of the survey’s respondents
- chief human resources officers

IN 2015

Complex Problem Solving
Coordinating with Others
People Management
Critical Thinking
Negotiation
Quality Control
Service Orientation
Judgment & Decision Making
Active Listening
Creativity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

IN 2020

Complex Problem Solving
Critical Thinking
Creativity
People Management
Coordinating with Others
Emotional Intelligence
Judgment & Decision Making
Service Orientation
Negotiation
Cognitive Flexibility

because companies will need help
to make sense of the torrent of
data generated by the anticipated
technological disruptions.
The second job type highlighted
by the report is specialised sales
representatives. This is because
practically every industry will need

and top strategy executives from

to become skilled in commercialising

companies

and explaining their offerings to

across

nine

broad

industry categories - believe the
best way of dealing with these sweeping changes

but critical thinking and creativity take the second

is by investing in reskilling current employees.

and third position, with cognitive flexibility coming

“Other practices, such as supporting mobility and

in last at number 10.

job rotation, attracting female and foreign talent
and offering apprenticeships, also scored high,”

Looking at countries and regions, the demographic,

said the report.

economic and technological development of
each individual country is expected to shape the

Across all sectors, the most significant driver of

nature of future disruptions. “Overall, changing

change is the changing nature of work itself. “As

and flexible work is seen as the most significant

new technologies make ‘anytime, anywhere’ work

driver of change in advanced economies, whereas

possible, companies are breaking up tasks in new

the rising middle class takes this role in emerging
markets,” said the report.

clients.
“Our analysis reveals that upcoming disruptions
to the employment landscape will be about much
more than simply automation. It is essential that
we act collectively now to prepare ourselves for
the changes that we know the Fourth Industrial
Revolution will bring,” said Saadia Zahidi, WEF
head of the global challenge on employment, skills
and human capital.

full article

The world as we have
created it is a process
of our thinking. It cannot
be changed without
changing our thinking

16
AWESOME QUOTES
to inspire positive change in 2016

If you change the
way you look at
things, the things
you look
at change.
Wayne Dyer

Be the change
that you wish to
see in the world.
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Protect your car from everyday mishaps.
•

Keep your car looking new.

•

Covers up to R2 000 in damages. (Excess: R250)

A dent is defined as an area not exceeding 15 (fifteen) centimetres
in diameter. A chip is defined as an area not exceeding 3 (three)
millimetres in diameter. A scratch is defined as an area not
exceeding 15 (fifteen) centimetres in length and not extending over
two or more adjacent body panels. Excludes rips and tears. Cover
is limited to 2 (two) claims per annum.

15-YEAR-OLD DEVELOPS
100% ACCURATE CANCER
TEST USING GOOGLE
A 15- year old teenager from Crownsville, Maryland, called Jack Andraka, is the Teen Prodigy of
Pancreatic Cancer who invented a new method to detect a lethal cancer.
Namely, this teenager started to work on this issue after the death of a close friend of his, caused by
pancreatic cancer. As a result of this tragedy, Jack’s resolution was to be more proactive rather than
just accepting the situation without trying to change it.
Unfortunately, pancreatic cancer is the fourth leading cause of cancer-related deaths (34, 000 taken
lives so far) due to its late detection. Moreover, the popular tests are 60 years old and expensive ($
800) testing methods which miss 30% of all pancreatic cancers.
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Jack focused on the fact that the main problem was a lack of early detection tests, so he came up
with a test that is capable of detecting cancer in its earliest stage.
Jack’s test a 100 % accurate cancer test that costs 3 cents and takes only 5 minutes using Google
and Wikipedia-the two most used online resources, available almost to everyone who has an internet
connection.
Additionally, the test invented by this remarkable young boy is 168 times faster, 26,000 times
cheaper and 400 times more sensitive than the current standard of detection.
The discovery by the young boy can be of great importance in cancer treatments, and it undoubtedly

The world’s first lab-grown burger has been cooked

put cancer industry to shame.

and eaten at a news conference in London.
Scientists took cells from a cow and, at an institute
in the Netherlands, turned them into strips of muscle
that they combined to make a patty.
One food expert said it was “close to meat, but not
that juicy” and another said it tasted like a real burger.
Researchers say the technology could be a
sustainable way of meeting what they say is a
growing demand for meat.

full article

full article

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE

I’m going to
work on all my
procrastination
issues. Just you
wait and see...

I’ve decided that
I’m not making any
resolutions this year.
I think I’d like to
give myself another
year to be an abrupt
shameless rascal.

This year I would like
a thin body and a fat
bank account. Hopefully
I don’t get it mixed up
again like I did last year.

Some pick-up lines for the singles this

Valentines Day
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of Some Resolutions

“This year,
let’s resolve to
make better
bad decisions.”

